
solid hexagon layout and color guide
for cement & ceramic tiles



to place an order, email  
info@aimeewilder.com

to view more products and styles, visit 
aimeewilder.com

solid hexagon
size and color specifications

* Color and size are customizable for  
this product.

8”     20 cm

9”

23 cm

8 x 9 inches = 0.38 sq. feet per tile

20 x 23 centimeters = 0.04  sq. meters  

per tile
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thyme lotus chelsea

fern grenadine suede

verde azure frost

shale pearl swan

ebony seamist
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layout
To make this pattern, 4 colors are arranged into 2 alternating columns that  

fit together like a honeycomb. In each column, 2 colors alternate up and  

down: In the first column, colors 1 and 3 alternate — in the second column, 

colors 2 and 4 alternate. The vertical columns join together like jigsaw pieces. 

Looking horizontally across the pattern, you’ll notice zigzagging rows of 

alternating colors. 

tile placement

solid hexagon
four-color mix in shale, verde, seamist, and frost

what to order
Solid Hexagon in Shale, Verde, 

Seamist, and Frost

Cement tile minimum:  20 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 240 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4’     1.21 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

tile colors

tile alignment

honeycomb

color 1 color 2

color 3 color 4 4’ 8”

1.42 m
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